
   On The Screen in the Computer Lab 

 

Interest Clusters have arrived at Stony Brook School. During the “Extra Period”, when 

the homeroom and special education teachers are collaborating with each other, the 

students now have the opportunity to select the class they would like to attend. For fifth 

grade, band occurs during this time. The remaining students had the choice (for the first 

cycle) of Creative Builders with Legos, using Oil Pastels to create a piece of artwork, 

Drop Everything and Read time, and Mixed Games (castle ball, speed ball, hand ball). 

The fourth grade, which has chorus during this time, could chose Learn to Juggle, 

Creative Builders with Legos, Using Oil Pastels to create a piece of artwork, and the 

opportunity to play assorted board games. Our second Interest Cluster cycle, with all 

new classes, begins October 23rd. 

Fifth grade students have finished the review of Google Slides, and they have begun 

using it to create a Fitness Plan for a fictitious individual. This project was developed in 

collaboration with the Physical Education teachers, Mr. Clark and Mr. Gaul. The 

students are in groups of three (or four), with each student responsible for one part of 

the plan (nutrition, fitness, or recreation). The completed Fitness Plan Projects will be 

presented to Mr. Clark and Mr. Gaul, at their conveniences, in 2016.  The students will 

have 4 dedicated computer classes to complete this project; after that they will need to 

work on their own time to finish. Students have access to both the library and the 

computer room during Opportunity Period to complete any school work requiring a 

computer.  

Typing Tutor 7, which all classes use before the lesson to learn keyboarding skills 

continues to challenge the fourth graders. They have just reached the lessons requiring 

capital letters. The students need to cover the keyboard with paper, and not look under, 

to help them master the keyboard. Students are expected to have an accuracy rate of 

95% or better. Fourth grades have no word per minute minimum. Fifth graders are 

expected to have the same accuracy rate, and 12 words per minute. Students should 

use proper typing posture and fingers on the home row keys any time they use a 

keyboard.   


